
RAIN BY EDWARD THOMAS ESSAY

On the brink of joining World War I, the United Kingdom set up a draft system to recruit young men into the military. This
system set limits on sex, physical.

Essay Topic: War , Death Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! Previously in the poem Thomas
has dwelt on solitude and the rain that has awakened him to a consciousness of both life and death. These dead
are deservingly being cleansed and washed of all bad that has happened to them as the rain patters serenely on
their lifeless bodies. The rain sadness has washed away everything that was once important leaving him with a
wish for death. Thomas further expresses his identification of death through the structure of the poem. Death is
perfect and, the storm raging outside seems to hint, promises release from all of the pain and hardship of life.
How pessimistic is this poem, and how celebratory? What follows is the poem, followed by a brief analysis of
some of its language, motifs, and images. The imagery that Thomas is able to create through his word choice
and punctuation is dark and distressing, yet very real. Thomas is particularly affected by the contemplation of
the effects of war due to the brutality and inhumanity. On the brink of joining World War I, the United
Kingdom set up a draft system to recruit young men into the military. As he feels close and almost friendly
with death, it cannot disappoint him like all other loves could. Instead, in the contemplation of his death and
that of others, this late Romantic poem embraces existential questions and modern alienationâ€” in other
words, the problem of finding a meaning for human existence in a seemingly hostile world. Frost urged
Thomas to move with his family to New England but Thomas enlisted in  Share this:. He uses metaphors such
as for washing me cleaner than I have been which could have the underlying meaning of death being
cleansing, all his sadness and sin will be washed away, he will no longer have to worry or feel the way he
does. Although the poem has 18 lines it is made of only 2 sentences giving the feeling of the poem being
separated into 2 separate thoughts. There is a contrast however between the above mentioned poems in the fact
that rain does not have a consistent rhyme scheme or stanza structure whereas lights out and gone, gone again
do. The structure and speed of the poem also contributes to the portrayal of strong emotions. The epiphany
that Thomas experiences gives this sense of awareness of mortality and the value of life. Note, indeed, the
complicated elaboration on his thoughts and feelings over these first six lines: Thomas using enjambement to
convey the flow of his conscious mind. It also makes the reader feel as though Thomas is in no rush, he is
lethargic and calm as he talks about his impending death. Although Edward Thomas fell outside of these
restrictions, therefore saving him from ever having to dress in uniform, a patriotic Thomas still wanted to
serve his country, so he enlisted. The slow and unbroken pace brings a sense of overall depression and
sadness. It seems in a lot of Thomas poems when he is expressing emotion he will put that emotion or attribute
onto something else in the form of these extended metaphors. New York: W. Look at the way Thomas varies
the rhythm in the poem and uses repetition and internal rhyme to help the reader experience the rain with him.
Thomas expresses a wish that nobody whom he has loved in the past is now lying awake, wherever they may
be, unable to sleep, or â€” worse still â€” is dying this night. It could also potentially mean that he feels his
sadness has cleansed him, his death is imminent and his bleakness and solitude is washing away his concerns
in preparation, as if it is almost calming. He presents the experience of strong emotions clearly and in a way
that makes the reader connect and tune in to those emotions. Here, the dead are blessed because they no longer
have to endure the angst and torment of wondering when death will happen. This feeling does not last long,
however.


